CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 16 FEB 63

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: JMWAVE
ACTION: S&S 10
INFO: DD, CA 2, CA/PEG, CA/PROP, C1/1, C1/2, INT 2

MANA INFO DIR CITE WAVE 4576

INQ9439

TYPIC KUWOLF

1. UR ISSUES PRESS RELEASE ENGLISH AND SPANISH 12 FEB TO ALL PROP OUTLETS WITH COPIES GON AND NICARAGUAN PRESS STATING IN SUM:
RELIABLE SOURCES INSIDE CUBA REPORT SECRET TRAFFIC BETWEEN CUBAN AND NICARAGUAN COMMIES VIA FISHING BOATS WHICH MEET AT SEA TO TRANSFER CARGO ARMS AND PROP MATERIAL FOR REBELLION. AMONG LATTER ARE POSTAGE SIZE STAMPS WITH PICTURE ERNESTO CESAR SANDINO EXHORTING NICARAGUANS TO REVOLT. THESE STAMPS OBSERVED BEING PRINTED AT GOC OFFICIAL PRINTING PLANT.

2. ABOVE REPORT FROM ODILA ROCA VIA NIEXIT/I CHANNEL SUBMITTED BY AMBLEAK/I ON LINKS BETWEEN OFFICIAL GOC AGENCIES AND NICARAGUAN COMMIES. DUE VAGUENESS AND LACK DETAIL REPORT NOT DISSEMINATED BUT RELEASED TO AMBLEAK/I FOR KUWOLF EXPLOITATION THROUGH UNIDAD REVOLUCIONARIA (UR).

3. UR SUBSIDIZED BY WAVE AND ATTEMPTING EXPAND PROP CAPACITY.
WOULD APPRECIATE MANA ASSISTANCE REPLAY AND ADVICE ON LOCAL REACTION.

4. DIR: POUCHING ORIGINAL REPORT AND STAMP EXEMPLAR.
END OF MESSAGE
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